
PCHA Meeting Updates: The board held a meeting on Thursday, 
October 12.  We'd like to provide the following reminders and 
updates to the homeowners:


-Neighborhood committees: We are looking for volunteers to 
offer their time and talents to help keep Plymouth Commons 
looking its best.  Mike Kafila is going to be heading up a 
landscaping committee which is going to help monitor our 
neighborhood commons and entrance areas.  Brie Bruford is 
heading up a social event committee.  If there are other 
committees you would like to see or be of assistance with, 
please let us know.


-Neighborhood contacts: Brie Bruford is working on compiling an 
updated list of names, addresses and emails of residents.  Look 
out for an email soon with a link to a secured Google document 
where residents can add this information. 


-Police liaison: Plymouth Commons has specific police officers 
assigned to our neighborhood to monitor non-emergency issues: 
Sargent Bill Fenter (734) 354-3274 and Officer Jason Ripp (734) 
354-3250 ext 806.


-Holiday lights: We have arranged for holiday lights for the 
neighborhood entrances again this year and are using the same 
vendor.  He informed us that last year, the lights at the Ridge 
Road entrance were cut 3 different times and had to be 
subsequently replaced.  This year the vendor has told us we will 
be charged if the lights are cut again.  We ask homeowners keep 
an eye out and we will be informing our neighborhood police 
liaison of the issue as well.


-Lawn and mulch clippings: Please do not blow your leaves, lawn 
clippings, or mulch into the road.  Noone comes through the 
neighborhood to clean them up.




-Parking: Please refrain from parking in front of the mailboxes 
during the daytime.  We've been told by our postal worker that 
this is becoming quite common and makes it difficult for her to 
deliver the mail.


-Feeding wild animals: Please clean around the trees and ground 
areas where animals are being fed.  This is a township ordinance.


-Boat/Trailer/RV parking: These items are not permitted to be in 
driveways for more than 48 hours, per a new township ordinance.


-Sheds and storage huts: The Association bylaws do not permit 
these structures on our property


-Winter snowfall: Please remember to clear sidewalks, mailbox 
areas, and fire hydrants of snow within 48 hours.



